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Loose Hair
Cleanse Us 
Shampoo and deep condition

$35 Let Your Hair Become Flexible 
Flexi/rod set

$75

Pamper Us 
Shampoo, deep condition and trim or cut.

$55 Time to Unwind 
Coil-out style

$65

Go Natural 
Hair is cut to natural texture, followed by a shampoo, 
conditioning and moisture

$50 Protect What You Love 
Cornrows for protective styling

$50

Well Put Together 
Large or medium sized two-strand twists  
*additional charge for longer/thicker hair*

$55 The Urban Look 
Bantu knots

$50

Well Put Together with Deep Conditioning $75 Twisted Like None Other 
Blow-dry two-strand twist

$95

Well Put Together with Trim $75 Let’s Blow in the Wind 
Blow-out service (to stretch, not to straighten)

$40

Well Put Together Plus the Works 
Two-strand twists plus deep conditioning and trim

$95 Get Rid of the Old 
Trim

$25

Funky Urban Twist 
Mini two-strand twists

$85 Let's Groom These Curls 
Curly cut

$50

The Combination Twist 
A combination of flat twists and two-strand twists

$75 Shaping It Up 
Shampoo and cut

$30

Elegantly Twisted Up 
Up-do of flat twists and two-strand twists

$75 Uniquely Braided 
Mini-braids on clients natural hair

$130

Uniquely Twisted 
Flat twist style

$50 Curly Magic 
Wash and go with “Curly Magic” product applied

$45

Lets Coil Around 
Hair is coiled with small-toothed comb

$55 Sponge Me Back to Life 
Free-formed coils

$50

Funky Monkey Style 
Twist-out style

$70 Precisely Cute 
Tapered, box or graduated cut

$40

Hair and Scalp Treatments Heat Services
Deep Conditioner 
Treatment applied to hair and scalp before sitting under 
hooded dryer

$20 Silking 
Anti-frizz, humidity-resistant hair until your next 
shampoo *additional charge for longer/thicker hair*

$70

Bentonite Clay Treatment 
Cleans and detoxifies the scalp.  Done with or without 
heat and steam

$25 Pravana Perfections Smoothing 
Temporary treatment that lasts 8-12 weeks.  No harsh 
chemicals *additional charge for longer/thicker hair*

$210

Protein Treatment $30

Thinning Hair Regrow Treatment 
Stimulating shampoo, deep condition and regrowth 
product

$45

Hot Oil Treatment $20

Steam Therapy $20
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Traditional Locs
Starter Lock Consultation 
Will discuss technique, desired size, parting structure 
and recommendations for grooming and care.

$15 Loc Odor Relief 
Deep cleansing for locs. Takes odor and build-up out of 
locs.  A couple of treatments are needed for the process 
to be successful.

$35

Beginning Locs 
Consultation, shampoo and starter locs with twists or 
coils *final price depends on technique, size and client’s 
head size.

$85 Interlock Installation 
For those who desire medium to micro-sized traditional 
locks or for those wanting a “instant lock” this is for you. 
Starting price is for 2-5 inches of hair. For each 
additional inch price will increase. Consultation is 
required.

Interloc Maintenance 
Loc are interlocked with a tool.  Client’s hair must be 
clean

$70 Loc Extension 
For those that want a mature loc without the wait. This 
is an all day service. Hair is included. Length and size 
of loc will be decided at consultation and price will be 
given. Consultation is required.

Loc Grooming 
Shampoo, herbal rinse and palm rolling

$60 All Over Color for Locs $75

Loc Grooming and Repair 
Repairs may include pruning, trimming, reinforcing, 
interlocking or tightening and loc detox.  *price is for 
first two hours*

$120 Color for Tips 
Only tips of locs are colored.

$50

Loc Grooming and Style $80 Loc Grooming (Over 8 Weeks) 
Traditional loc maintenance (Palm-Roll) for clients who 
have gone 8 weeks or longer without an appointment.

$70

Loc Grooming and Curl Set 
Curl set may be perm rods, flexi rods, bantu knots or 
pipe cleaners

$90 Pipe Cleaner Set for Locs 
Pipe Cleaners are used to produce a tight spiral set on 
locs.

$40

Loc Trim $25 Pipe Cleaner Set and Maintenance 
Locs are shampooed, conditioned, and palm rolled. 
Locs are then wrapped around pipe cleaners.

$100

Loc Detox 
Deep cleansing to help remove product or dirt build-up.  
Best done as a series.

$35 Locs are shampooed, conditioned, and palm rolled. 
Locs are then wrapped around pipe cleaners.

Loc Repair 
*price is per loc*

$5

Sisterlocks™
Sisterlocks™ Consultation 
Appointment will take about an hour. You will need to 
have your hair free and clean. Consultation cost will be 
deducted from package cost if client decides to get 
them installed.

$40

Sisterlocks™ Retightening 
$35/hour with a minimum of 2 hours within your 4-6 
week timeframe.

$70

Sisterlocks™ Retightening (New/Transfer) $125 
First visit or transfer clients only $125 for first 
retightening.

$125
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Braids Extensions
Braided Bun/Ponytail $95 Partial Weave $100

Havana Twist 
Thicker sized long twists. Price does not include hair 
*Deposit of half the service price is required to secure 
an appointment*

$180 Full Weave 
Hair extensions on a weft is attached to client’s hair or 
a net. Service includes custom cut and style. *Deposit 
of half the service price is required to secure an 
appointment.*

$200

Goddess Braids 
This is a unique braiding technique. Unlike normal 
braiding, hair is continuously added into a single 
cornrow. This style can be worn by women of all ages 
and looks great. Up to 5 large braids. *Hair not 
included*

$85
Curly Afro Sew-In 
This service is for clients that want the natural curly Afro 
look. Client needs to come to appointment with already 
shampooed hair. Hair is not included.

$150

Braids Touch-Up 
The first two rows around the perimeter are rebraided. 
This area needs to be taken down prior to service. 
*This service is half the price of the original braid 
service*

Latch Weave 
Weaving technique is used to attach single strand hair 
extensions on to cornrows. Hair is not included. 
*Deposit of half the service price is required to secure 
an appointment.*

$180

Braid/Twist Take Down 
Take down for braid/twist extensions. Service includes 
shampoo and deep conditioner. Only braids installed by 
Naturally Unique Salon will be removed.

$75 Sew-In Maintenance $70

Sew-In Take Down 
Sew-in tracks removed. Only sew-ins installed by 
Naturally Unique Salon will be removed.

$30

Creative Color Sew-In Take Down Plus Treatment 
Sew-in is removed, clients hair is shampooe, deep 
conditioned and trimmed.

$60

Single Process All Over Color 
*Additional charges may apply for longer/thicker hair; 
Additional tubes are $10/each*

$60 “The Works” Sew-In 
Shampoo, ends trimmed and full sew-in. *Deposit of 
half the service price is required to secure an 
appointment.*

$250

Retouch 
4-6 weeks since last color application. Anything longer 
than 6 weeks is classified as full color service.

$45

Full Highlights/Lowlights $120 Beauty
Partial Highlights/Lowlights 
*Additional charges may apply for longer/thicker hair*

$85
Eyebrow Wax

$15

Sectional Color $45 Chin Wax $10

Corrective Color 
*Consultation required*

$85 Lip Wax $10

Ombré Color $100 Full Facial Wax 
Eyebrows, upper lip, side burns, cheeks and chin

$40

Rinse/Temporary Color $25
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Children 10 and Under
Beginner Locs for the Little One 
Service includes shampoo and starter locs with twists 
or coils.

$70 Kids Kinky Twist 
Medium size kinky twist for little girls.

$150

A Little Loc Grooming 
Service includes shampoo, herbal rinse and palm 
rolling maintenance.

$50 Cornrows with Beads 
Hair is shampooed and conditioned, then braided in 
medium sized cornrows.  Beads are then attached. 
Clients are to supply their own beads. *Price is starting 
price. Longer/thicker hair is additional.*

$75

Loc Grooming and a Lil’ Style 
Service includes shampoo, herbal rinse, palm roll and 
style. 

$65 A Little Up-Do/Mohawk Style 
Hair is shampooed and conditioned, then styled into a 
braided/flat twist up-do style. 

$65

A Little Twist Style 
Hair is two-strand twisted, flat twisted or coiled. Service 
includes shampoo and comb through conditioning/
detangling.

$50 Silking for the Little Princess 
Hair is shampooed, conditioned and pressed out with a 
smoothing technique. No chemicals are applied.

$60

A Little Cornrow Style 
Hair is cornrowed into a style with attention to be 
careful with tender edges.  Service includes shampoo 
and comb through conditioning/detangling.

$60


